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17th Sep – 20th Makuhari Messe,total released 16 Games by Tokyo Design Technology Center.
Some famous game was waited by 150 audiences and waiting time was crazy like maximum of 200 minutes.
We interviewed this Korean Student, JUNG JOOWON from Tokyo Design Technology Center.
“I worked as a leader of Smart Phone Game creation this time. It was my first experience for the production, though there was a lot of 
trouble and technical problem. We are glad that the audiences were happy playing the new games, in future we were put more effort to 
develop and improve best in this industry.

I had attended two internship programs in 
two companies.  Apart from the classroom at 
school, things I learned in the companies 
were so fresh. I experienced the different way 
of pet trimming and cleaning methods that 
depends on each company.  The atmosphere 
of the pet shops is so different also.  Through 
the on-job training, I found that the things I 
learned at school are the essential I do not 
expect to be a professional immediately after 
graduation,
I will master what I have learned in the school 
and proficiency the skilled toward my best

I, ZIN LINN NYO, major animal breeding has 
participated the company project by Kidza-
nia.
The purpose for me to join the internship 
program is because I heard that I would be 
able to deal with children. After 10 months, I 
learned how to sell, clean, service, the 
know-how of the hospitality including the 
layout of a table, the trash box etc.
The daily practices help me to live more 
independently; so do I can make improve-
ment in communication as well in future.

Internship Program

Tokyo Communication Arts College (Eco)

ZIN LINN NYO
2nd Year, Zookeeping and Animal Feeding Major
Myanmar・The Osafune Japanese 
Language School

Internship Program

HUANG TE-WEI
2nd Year, Pet Trimmer Major
Taiwan・Graduated from College of 
Business Language School

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

TOKYO GAME SHOW 2015 
See our Original Game

Tokyo Communication Arts College (Eco)

JUNG JOOWON 
2nd Year, Super Game Creator Major
Korea・Graduated KCP Japanese School

Tokyo Design Technology Center
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This is my second time to participate in the School Festival. 
Our Creative Design Department took part in the food stall 
serving Chocolate Banana. Though it was tough for all the 
preparation but it was really fun. We were glad that the 
audiences are happy and satisfied by telling by their smiling 
face. 
We do not have such festival in Russia. It was great and we 
enjoyed very much as a result of the cooperation by the 
people from SBA’s variety of departments got together on 
this occasion.

The students did various “costume plays” during the school 
festival, it created the whole school much enjoyable atmosphere 
and I was so impressed personally.
We can tell it’s an entertainment school, with a lot of fun, not only 
the school festival but also the school life, too!  From last year’s, I 
got a lot of pleasant memories.  This year the festival performed 2 
days and the fun turned 2 times of course.

2015 SSM・SBA
School Festival～Colorful～

Sapporo School of Music and Dance

DUNINA IRINA
2nd Year, Creative Design, Manga 
Russia・Graduated from  JLI - Japanese
Language Institute of Sapporo 

SCHOOL EVENT

Job Hunting Seminar is held every October prior to the 
graduation year of students. 
A Startup Seminar and a "Kickoff Ceremony" in Tech.C. 
2016, is a big change for the duration of availability in job 
hunting. In order to help those who will graduate in 
March 2017, they were given the information in details as 
to lead them with fulfilling their request to get a job. 
Seminar contents taught the students how to shoot one's 
photo for C. V., and the manner for participation in the 
recruiting seminar of enterprises. Students were very 
serious and paying a lot of attention.
“I came to learn in this school to “learn how to get a job 

here” in Japan through all these seminar.  I’m thrilled to start job hunting since I’m eager to work sooner.  Today 
I have learned well about our job hunting activities, and I think it was worthwhile to attend this event.” 
Commented by Gen Guo Yao.

Job Hunting Startup Seminar and 
" Kickoff Ceremony" 

Tokyo Design Technology Center

GENG GUO YAO
3rd Year, Super IT Engineer Major 
China・Graduated from Sendagaya
Japanese Institute

JOB HUNTING ACTIVITIES

Action Destination comes first, that's the point of my job hunting.  Various problems may 
come out to job hunting for foreign students. What should I start from?  What is 
necessary?  There might be too many problems which seem to be too difficult to solve.
Therefore, the most effective way is to put all problems together, and sort it priority. then 
solve it one by one. 
I modulate it including preparations for job hunting from the latter half of one year and 
action comes first by all means. I prepared with action first by sending out many resume, 
though the result does not come out immediately but I really learned a lot.  At last I had 

the present job which introduced by the person who I met in a training program during the summer.
DMM.futureworks is a subsidiary of the DMM group and is a company perform-
ing new entertainment business of DMM. I am in-charge of producing various 
contents, using a jolo graphic technology, now showing exclusive in the theater 
DMM VR THEATER at Yokohama. It is going to unfold in the future from all over 
Japan and extending to the world. I am supporting a Chinese project, and as a 
member of the team, I usually help with desk duties as an assistant. I am still 
under job-training and I am glad that the job helps me to learn many as I am 
doing my beat as I can.

Things I learned from Job Hunting Activities

Tokyo School of Music, Shibuya Campus

ZHANG YONG QING
Live Concert Planning and Creator Course
China・Graduated from Toyo Language School
Company to Work：DMM futureworks.
Engagement：Planning and Production

Originally, I was interested in a Korean idol. Having seen Korean artists 
became famous and grown in the Japanese music industries. The reason 
why I decided to studying in Japan is because I trust that Japanese music 
schools are very much advanced. The company I am with now is the 
music office where my favorite artist belonged to, and I was attracted by 
their job varieties that it is possible to be engaged in the management 
directly, and a concert planning and other various things including 
organizing the fan clubs. 
Though I am still a student, I am working as a manager and an interpreter 
of the artist.  I think this job is suitable for me and in future I want to 
become a manager who can correspond to various artist’s management 
by using a multi-lingual skill including Korean and Japanese language.
Least, I think the most important thing is to move before thinking as to 
work better in the music industries.

Wanna be a Multi-lingual Agent in World 
Entertainment Business

Tokyo School of Music and Dance

LEE SU GYEONG
2nd Grade, Live Concert Planning and Creator Course
Company to Work：KISS Entertainment Inc.
Engagement：Live Concert Producing

Invited world-famous guitarist Mr. Guthrie Govan to 
Shibuya TSM, a super special lecture was held.  With the 
excitement and high expectation, approximately 100 stu-
dents assembled in the lecture room, and the lecture was 
started filled with enthusiasm.  At the beginning of the 
lecture, Mr. Govan played a musical piece from his recent 
album, and the students were so much impressed seeing 
his highly sophisticated guitar technique as well as his 
sound making or the way of doing adlib.  

There was a big reaction that the lecture earned the comments from the student who participated 
as follows; "it was worth having participated in the class changing my part-time job shift", 
"Anyway, it was super!", "this will show us how to make sounds”, "I should practice the guitar 
much more!".
Especially for the students from English speaking country, the lecture in mother tongue was 
worthwhile and enjoyable one.

A famous English guitarist and instructor, known for his work with the bands The Aristocrats, Asia, as well as Erotic Cakes (a vehicle for his own music). He 
is a noted guitar instructor through his work in world music scene, counted as one of the world’s top guitarists.

Celebrating the Lunar New Year Party with dumpling

Special Lecture by the world 
famous guitarist Mr. GUTHRIE GOVAN

ANG YOU REN
1st Year, Guitar Technique Course
Singapore・Graduated from School of 
Cambridge Language School

Tokyo School of Music, Shibuya Campus

Profile of GUTHRIE GOVAN

Guthrie Govan

Tokyo Communication Arts College

Tokyo Design Technology CenterDiscussion with Microsoft “Evangelist”

In TCA there held a fun party 
for all who wanted to have 
“Gyoza” (Dumpling).  Re-
gardless of their home coun-
tries, they gathered the for-
eign students were enjoyed 
playing games and chattering 
as well as enjoyed the Gyoza.

Tech. C. invited Ms. Aya Tokura of Microsoft Japan Co., Ltd. as the special lecturer, held the 
Special Discussion session between a company and the students.  Foreign students Mr. Kyo 
from China and Trebor from America attended the session.  Ms. Tokura has been regarded as 
an “Evangelist” of the company to promote and broaden the Microsoft's techniques to the 
world.  As Ms. Tokura politely and carefully answered to enthusiastic questions from the 
students, so that the students could spend a precious time to learn a lot about Microsoft 
conception.

SPECIAL LECTURE
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